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Introduction

As customer expectations for products and services change, bank distribution channels are undergo-
ing a radical shift. To meet these new demands, banks must focus on providing timely, convenient, and 
reliable services that can easily be accessed across and migrated between digital channels.

As banks extend their digital presence, they need infrastructure that supports efficient, streamlined 
transactions. Establishing this infrastructure often involves changing a staggering amount of existing 
technology, processes, and policies. Modernizing live production systems while activating new digital 
capabilities can be challenging in terms of both staff and financial resources. 

A comprehensive digital engagement model — not just a new front-end service — can help banks 
balance existing and new business needs. A recent report on banks that successfully integrated new 
digital services found that they share three key traits:

“1. They consistently harvest idle system capacity that results from ongoing digitization — and fund 
new initiatives with the time savings.

2. They capture productivity benefits from existing operations as the customer experience  
gets digitized.

3. They extend digitization beyond the customer experience and apply it to non-customer-facing 
operations, such as finance, HR, and other corporate functions.”1

These banks understand their existing technology and operational capabilities in relation to customer 
demand. They look across product, team, and operational boundaries to collaboratively examine the 
needs of the customer throughout their journey.

Digital engagement and design

Technology foundation

Customers increasingly expect banks to offer experiences similar to leading digital-native compa-
nies, such as Netflix and Uber. To provide these fast, simple user experiences, banks must combine 
a design thinking approach with application programming interfaces (APIs) to bridge user interfaces 
with back-end fulfillment. Waiting 6-12 months for infrastructure is no longer acceptable, as provi-
sioning needs to keep pace with development for banks to launch innovative products and services 
quickly enough to stay competitive. Strong user experiences focus on ease of access, eliminating 
gaps between what customers want to do and how banks operates. Banking policies and procedures 
must be redefined to support the speed of modern needs. Staying competitive with digital services 
and maintaining staff with relevant skills can be aided by consulting services that offer expert insight 
and digital customer journey design resources.

 1  Baghai, Pooneh et al. “Banks and the digital flywheel: An engine for ongoing value capture.” McKinsey & Company 
Financial Services. July 2018. 
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Trust and security

Customers quickly lose faith in a financial institution if they feel their data privacy and information 
security are at risk. Rather than building it in after design is complete, security must be foundational 
to digital systems. Risk reports and assessments are usually mandatory for new applications, but 
remediations can cause lengthy delays — especially when done manually or separate from delivery 
processes. Application security must be an ongoing part of system definition and configuration, using 
managed identities and strong authentication to reduce new risks and threats that can occur with 
growing digital footprints. These security considerations extend beyond internal channels to external 
ecosystems. For example, more predictable, timely updates benefit third-party partners. 

Modular design

Banks are moving to cloud environments to better scale and monetize innovation. However, cloud 
adoption requires eliminating existing barriers to developer productivity. Continuous integration/con-
tinuous delivery (CI/CD) practices accelerate innovation by sharing code in a managed, orchestrated, 
and validated environment. New applications can be built from existing, verified components. The 
modular nature of CI/CD supports customization and reconfiguration of code components for new 
use cases. As part of a cloud-native service, these components are built once and can be used and 
recombined anywhere, helping institutions offer new digital services to meet a wider range of needs. 

Four pillars of a successful digital strategy

Reimagine the customer journey

As services are integrated across bank functions, new opportunities to reduce customer frustration 
by streamlining processes and policies will emerge. Examine each process and step in the customer 
journey from the customer’s perspective. Focus on creating digital experiences that integrate with 
back-end processing from start to finish. If a service cannot be performed efficiently, consider rede-
signing or deprioritizing it.

Attract and train talent

Banks must attract and retain top developer talent to build effective, innovative services. To avoid 
overcommitting in-house teams, modern development skills are more easily managed by working 
with external vendors to outsource non-critical workloads or joining open source communities, then 
standardizing to internal protocols. Community-developed software provides access to a network of 
experts who can provide new insight into emerging technologies. To help existing developers enhance 
their skills, encourage them to collaborate within your organization as well as with open source com-
munities. In addition, help developers build new skills, such as JavaScript, runtime support, and node 
package management.

Evaluate internal processes and policies

Where possible, incrementally automate manual steps. For example, connect and translate data 
between back-end systems and front-end applications with APIs, replace or retire policies requiring 
multiple manual checks, and automate developer notifications in CI/CD processes. Such changes will 
help teams focus on meeting customer and partner needs. 
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Create guidelines and patterns

Establish and communicate best practices, delivery models, and architecture standards for transpar-
ency and consistency. Define self-service processes for development and operations provisioning 
by establishing a single, core foundational approach to the application life cycle. Then, incrementally 
integrate the new processes, procedures, and policies. 

Why Red Hat?

Red Hat solutions can flexibly accommodate your journey to optimize your digital customer engage-
ment. As an open service provider with a hybrid cloud platform, Red Hat supports communications 
between containers, CI/CD systems, cloud environments. For more information, visit redhat.com/fsi.
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